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HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT OF A SYSTEII WITH A SINGLE EMSTIC ~lODE
II-COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL FORCE AND

RESPONSE WITH THEORY ‘
By ROBEET W. MILLER and KEKNET.EF. MEIWEN,

SUMMARY

Hydrodynamic impact tests were made on an elastic model
appron”mating a #uw-mas8-&prt”ng 8y8tim to determine &rperi-
m~nta[[y the eJkcta of structuml jlem”bility on the hpdrodyna-mic
load~ encountered during seaplane landing impacts and to
correlate the retruli% w“th theory. A jferible 8eap[ane UW8
rPpre8ented by a two-rnaw-$pring sy~tem conm”8ting of a rigid
priwnatic jloat connected to a rigid upper maw by an elastic
MwYure. The model had a ratio oj 8prung maw to hull mass
qf 0.6 and a natural frequency of Sd cycle8 per second. The
te~t8 were conducttd in wnooth water atji.red trim8 and included
both high and low jlight-path anglee and a range of celocity.

The results of the tests are compared with theoretical time
histora”e8 ~~ hydrodynamic impact force and e[a8&8y8tem
r~.-iponse calculated by the method of ATACA Rep. 1074 which
considers the applied hydrodynamic load and structural response
to be interdepmdent or coupled throughout the impact. The
hydrodynamic-force time h?krie8 obtained with the ebtic
w@ena are also compared with the hydrodynamic-force time
hidories thut would hate been obtained jor the same initial
condition~ if the system uwe rigid.

I’lese cwnpari.aon8 indicated thut the theoretical results agreed
reil with the ezperimenkd rewlt8.

INTRODUCTION

Experience with large airplanes has shown that t+e elastic
beharior of the structure during landing impact. may be a
wit ical design co nsiderat.ion. Anal-@mI methods for trea-
ting landing impact of eIast ic structures have been deveIoped,
but most of these methods assume that the external load
applied to the structure during impact is not influenced by
the elasticity of the structure and that the structural re-
sponse can be determined from the load that w:ould have been
applied if the stiuct ure were rigid. In reference 1, however,
an analytical method for treating hydrodjmarnic impact of
an ekwtic structure is presented in which interaction of t-he
appIied Ioad and structural response is included, and it is
shown that structural flexibility may ~ve appreciable effects
on the app~ied load.

The significant flexibility of the structure with regard to ●

the interaction between structural response and h@ro-
d.ynamic force is considered in reference 1 to be the flemre ~
of the fuselage-wing structure in the fundamental. mode.
This structural action was show-n to be represented. by a
two-mass-spring q-stem having the same frequency as the .-._
fundamental mode of the reprexnted structure and a mws
ratio determined by the physical characteristics of the
structure being representecl.

Since no adequate experimental check of the metho~=.
presented in reference 1 had been made, water impact tests_
of an eIastic model apprmimat ing a two-mass-spring system
were made at the Langley impact basin: The resuhs of
these tests and a comparison with theory are presented in
this report. in the form of acceleration time histories for Qs _
center of gravity and for the structural response.
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acceleration due to gravity
mass at spanmise station j .
Iower, or hull, mass of two-mass system

. .
.—

upper, or sprung, mass of two-mass system
impact acceleration of center of gratiiy normal to

water surface, g
sprung, or upper, mass acceleration nmmal .to water

surface, g
time between inititd contact and maximum hydro-

dynamic forre for the structure considered rigid
time required for one-fourth cycle of natural vibwtion
res~tant velocit3- at instant of contact with water

surface
flight-path angIe at contact.
angle of trim, angIe of keel relative to water surfwe –
ratio of deflection of fundamental mode at station j to

deflection at center Iine —-

APPARATUS

Basin,-A sketch giving the generaI arrangement of the
L+mgIey impact basin and equipment is presented as figure 1; “
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1’IGVBEl.-Sketchof LangleyImpactbadn, Length,3S9feet;w!dth,24feet;depth,II feet: water depth,8 feet.

Ihicdly, the operation of the cquiprnenti is m foIIows:
The c.amiage, to ~vhich the model is atLacheci by means of a
pmnllelo~am drop linkage, is catapulted at, the desired
horizonhd velocity and then Wowed to coast along the tank
rails to the test section. At the test section the drop Iinkagc
k rehmsed and the model, undc.r the actiori of gravity, attains
the required vertical velocity, at which time the Iift: enginr
applies to it an upward force which simu~ates any desired
constant wing lifL throughout the impact. A more det.aikd
dcscript ion of this standard Langleay impact. basin equipment
is given in reference 2.

Model,—Y’iews of the model used in the tests arc presented
in figure. 2. A flexible beam (referred to as the elastic wifig
or the wing) was rigidly attached at its midspan to Lhe
vertical member or boom of the drop linkage, This wing
\ras symmetrical in construction about the midspan and
had a -=gpwupof lead weigh~s attached near each tip equi-
distant fmm the midspan. Direct.Iy bcneuth the wing
midspan a djmamonmter truss and float model were rigidly
tit t.ached in such a way that the float keel aud the wi~~g
chord remained pmalle.1 for all model trims.

In orde.~ to prevent unwanted oscillations during cata-
pulting and dropping of the modrd, the. tips of the wing were
rigidly linked to the float during these phmws by means of
Ioosc-fit.ting telescoping tubes (figs. 2 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (a))
which were pinned to prevent motion. The pins were
released by u cable system immediately before wat w contuct,
at. which time the model was in a staLc of constont vtilocity
transla.t.ion wiLh no forces being transmit tcd by the t.ele-
SCOpiflg Lubes.

The hydrodynamic considerations of reference 1 assume
immersion of a V-bet tom float without chine imrnersiou.
To prevent chine immersion with the dropping weight.
(2,400 lb) used in the present tests, it was necessary to
extend. the. bottom of the float (figs. 2 (b) and 3 (a)). Othw-
wise the d oat used was the same. .as the forobody of the float
described in reference 3.

Instrumentation, —The standard carriage instnune.nt atioli,
described ti reference 2, was used to measure time hist,oriM
of the lift force and of the horizontal and vertical components
of velocity and displac.e.nwnt.

(a) Frontcmcquarterview.

FIOURE2.–3fodeI tedd h Langley lrnpnct!JWI~

(b) R- mm-w.rter view.
FIGURE2.-Conc1uded.

Time histories of vwt ical accclcratioll \vcrc nwasured by
strain-gage accelerometers locwed on t.hr hwfn nnd on
the wing near the tips aL ubout the center of gm vity of LIMA
half of the tip weights. Since the tip accelermno~.crs wwe
mounted vertically’ on the wing at zero model trim, lhc
direction of thr tip-mass ncm%rations actually diffwcd from
the vertical as influenced b-y tho model trim angle, but the
difference is negligible.

.
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Ft,A M k-EqulvsIenw cderperirnentd and theoreticalsjwm..

.4s previously mentioneJ, a clynamornet er truss was
mount ed between the flout and the wing (fig. 3 (a)). The
load-measuring part of the truss was a tubuhw structure vith
vwtica]. horizontal, and transverse members oriented so that
they were subject to the respective force reactions at the
support points. IVire strain gages were mounted on the tubes
and each instaHntion was encIosed within a hermetically
swded metal bellows.

Control-position transntitte~ mere mounted on the tek+
scoping tubes in such a way that the relative displacement of
the wing tips to the flout couId be measured. The records
obtaintyi from these t ranwnit t ers mere used to aid in checking
the frequency and symmetry of the \\ing-tip oscillations.

EQUIVALENT TWO-MASS-SPRING SYSTEM

The ehistic modeI (fig. 3 (a)) used in the present tests Was
mm=tructed to approximate as closel}- as possibIe a two-mass—

~PrW sl~tem as defind in reference 1. The e]astic ~t=@
served as the spring of the system and, to pre~ent as nem-ly
as pos+iibIe the cmcurrence of higher modes. the wing was
constructed to weigh as little as possible. The huIl, boom,
tintl clynamometer truss made up most of the lower or hull
mass; the lead weights near the wing tips made up most of
the two halves of the uppt~.r or sprung mass.

Tly amount of the wing weight apportioned to each mass
and the rawlting mass ratio of the system were determined
by the followi+w calculations. Vi7th the use of the actual
muss distribution of the modeI (with the weight of the
telescoping tubes divided between the hull and wing tip) and
the known stiffness distribution of the wing, the fumiamental
free-free mode of the system was calculated by the method of
reference 4. ‘With this mocle and mass distribution, see figure
3(b), the mass rat io of the equivalent two-mass+pring
system was computed by means of the following equation,
which is another form of equation (B6) of reference 1:

m.q Zml— -u,
mL Zmjpjl .

where nq is the mass at a sparmise station j and pj is the
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(d !@imlent two-nms-spriw system. ~=0.& natural fkequencg, 8 c@es Mr ssmnd:

FICWBJ!L-Conclnded.

ratio of the deflection of the fundamental mode at station j
to the deflection qt the center line. The mass ratio was
determined to be 0.6 and, since the total weight was 2,400
pounds, the equivident lower and upper masses weighed 1,500.
and 900 pounds, respectireIy; thus, the equivalent system is
tbdt shown in &we 3(c). ‘

As a check on the nodal-point position and frequency of the
mode of’ the &st ic rnodeI which was used to calculate the
equiraIent mass ratio, a series of drops of the elastic model
was made -with the carriage standing sti.U to obtain the
natural frequency and nodal-point” positions of the ehwtic
modeI. The lift engine was set to btdance the weight of the
model during most of th; drop and thereby simulate the,
conditions existing during the test runs. In this manner
about. 3 cycIes pf osdation were obtained before the moclel
contacted the water. The recorck of .both the control-
position tram=mit t era and the wing-tip acceIeromet ers showed
that the computecl vaIue for natural frequency was correct.
An accelerometer which was me-red between drops along
one-half the wing span in increments of 2 inches from one
side of the computed nodal point to the other showed a
definite reversal in phase of the oscillations and the uodd
point was thereby determined to be, within the margin of
error invoIved, in agreement with be computed value.

In the t.wo-nmss~ring system used in reference 1 to
represent tho fundamental mode of vibration of an airpIarte,
the vibratory motion is considered to be in a direction per-
pendicuhm to the keel of the float. The elastic v@g used in
the present tests restrained the tip mass so that it vibrated ‘
in a direction perpendicuhm to the phme of the elastic wing
and hence perpendicular to the keel; therefore the conditions
of the theoretical system of reference 1 are satisfied. Hovr-
ever, the parallelogram drop Iinkage restricted the lower-mass
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motion to the vertical clirw tlion. mi9conclitlion introduced
an Mcc.tive increaso in ma9s in the” direction pmpendicular

-- to the keel for trim angles not equaI to zero, but the inertw.w
was found to be negligible for the prcseut tests as the angles
involvod arc smaII.

TES’1’PROCEDURE AND PRECIS1ON OE’DATA

In ac.cordancc with Lhe assumptions mado for the theoreti-
cal solutions iIl rofercrum 1, tha tusts were made in smooth

. water with the Iif L engino set to simulate wing Iif t equal to
the dropping weight (2,400 lb). “

Part of th~ tests were made at a trim of 3° and a flight-path
.angle of approximately 14°, and the rest of the. tests were
made at 9° trim and approximately 6° ffight-pat.b angle.
The tests for each combination of trim and fligh~path angle
were es%up to give as wide a. range of the dimensionless ratio
/ Jti as the t cst equipment wouhl allow. Since the natural
pmiod of the model is bed am-l since the flight-path angle
w= he]cl constant during each group of testa, tic variation
of tJti was obtained by viw~ting the rcsult,ant velocity of the
modtjl at water contact and thereby varying the impact-load
duration. The. reedta.nt velocities used and f#i values
obt wined mc shown. in table I.

The tq]pmatua and instrumentation us~d in the tests give
mm.surements ]vhich arc believed to be accurate within tht!
foIIowing limits:

Horizontal velocity, feet per mcond ------------------ ----- +0. 5
Vertictd velocity, feet persemnd----; -------------------- . &O.2
Weight, ~und8------__.-.------_- ------ .==-.-_.. . .._-_--<_4--~- *? !L
Acceleration, g------ .---------- _-------- _----- ..,--._:- ,+0.2
Time, wcoI]ds --------------------- ------ ------ --, -, ---- *O. flo5
Vertical force, pounds -------- ------------ --.—- --------- -. *20Q 0.

‘l’lIt’ plots of figure 4 arc included as an indication of the
consistency of the expt’rimcnt,aI data. Each of the two plots
reprwcnt.a a group of runs having initial conditions the same
within inatrumc.nt error and sholvs for each run the cm ter-
of-gravity accelerat.iou and the wing-tip or sprung-mass
accdwation. T11o contm-of-gravity acce.lehat.ion was ob-
tained os follows: The product of the. recorded lower-mass
ac’cclerat,ion and the float mass was added to the recorded
trues-force time history to obtain the true hydrodynamic
force. This value was then divided by the total mass of the
systcm to obtain the ctmtw-of-gravity acceleration,

It may be seen from the plots that the center-.of-gravity
acceleration peaks have a random scatter of about O.lg
(5 permmt) and the sprung-mass acc.cleration peak.. have a
corresponding scatter of km than 0.2g (7 percent).

TiIe pinks of the left and right halves of the sprung mass
for any one Wn also disagree by about 7 percent. TIM plots
of figures 4 and 5, and also other runs, indicate, however,
that thwe is no consistent disagreement among runs; for
some runs the pc.ak of thu left half islower than the right half

TABLE 1,—TEST DATA AND THEORETICAT. PEAK VALUES
FOR HYDRODYNAMIC IMPACT OF A

TWO-MASS-SPRING SYSTEM
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and wcc versa. This disagreement for any om run a“nd this
inconsistency bctwe.en runs of the spmng-mms” pwtks have
not been detinitcly accounted for but maybe duo to uso of thc
telescoping tubes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to sum~larizcj.lw result-s, a tabula~.ion is presented
in table I of tho test conditions, peak theoretical a nil mp&’i-
montrd accelerations, and the period ratio tJtifor all the
runs. The test condition-s- are defined by th! flight-pat b
angle and resultant velomty at water con t.ac.t ,70 and l“.,
respectively, and by the ~odel trim angle ~, The theorctical
and e.xp&imental results presented in this t.able arc the
matimum vahms of the center-of-gravity and sprung-mass
accelerations of the two-mass-spring system together with
theoretical center-of-gravity accelmations for u rigid syst t2m
of the same total mass at the same initial cotldit.ions. 13c-
cause of the Iengthy $alculat.ions required for t.hc thmret ical
solution of the elastic. systmn, theoretical resuIts were found
for ordy six runs,

● b
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For these six runs, figure 5 presents time-history compar-
isons of the experimental and theoretical accelerations for
the center of gravity and for the response of a two-mass-
spring system during impact. The theoretical hydrodynamic-
force time histories that. would have been obtained for
the same initiaI conditions if the system were rigid are
also presented. These comparisons exemplify most of the
range of t#~ tested for both the high- and low-flight-path
regions. The tlu+wetical solutions for the elastic body were
mmput ed by the method of reference 1, except that the
parameter describing the virtual mass (parameter .-l in ap-
pendht A of reference 1) was modified by changing the con-
stant. 0.82 (contained in the parameter) to 1.00 in accord
with Wagner, reference 5, and the Iater theoretical and exper-
iment al developments presented in reference 6. This
constant., which is at present sti.U controversial for the
{lead-rise angIe considered herein, changes the results by
about 3 percent and hence for the purpose of the present
report is not of great import ante. The rigid-body curves
were obtained by use of the method of reference 3.

The plots of figure 5 show that the experimental time
history of center+f~vity acceleration for the eIast ic system
is quite well represented by the corresponding theoretical
time history. The experimental curves in general have a
slight time lag with respect to the computed curves and the
maximum values of acceleration are within +6 percent of
the maximum computed acceIerat ions, which is within the
range of experimental scatter es shown in &we 4.

By comparing these curves with the cmrves for the rigid-
body center+f-gravity acceleration, it may be seen that the
reduction in maximum acceleration due to the elasticity of
the structure is of the order of 20 percent. More cases may
~Je considered by comparing the expe@nentaI results with
the theoretical rigid-body resuks in table 1 and it may be
seen that this reduction may vary from 6 to 25 percent.
Th&e results, of course, represent ordy particular values of
the period ratio t~t~ and the mass ratio ?kf?nL. For other
ranges of these ratios the peak center+ f~vity acceleration
may be further reduced or it may even be increased up to
10 or 12 percent abQve the rigid-body acceleration (refer-
ence 1). The values of the period ratio l#i and the mass
ratio rns/~L used in the present tests were selected to give the
relatively large reductions (up to 25 percent) in center-of-
gravity accelerations that were obtained. The large differ-
ences in elastic and rigid-body center+f-gravity accelerations
compared with the smaII clitlerences between the theo-
retical and experimental elastic-body center-of-gravity ac-
celerations make the agreement of the theoretical valu~
with experimental values more significant than if the elastic-
and rigid-body results were more nearly equal.

From the comparison of the experimental and theoretical
time-history curv= for sprung-mass accelerations it appears

. . -- .-,

that the maximum theoretical accelerations are larger than
the experimental accelerations throughout the impact for all
conditions tested. This difference may be due to damping,
which is not taken into account in the theoretical analysis.
Dampi~~ w% observed in the drop teds made to verify the
computed nat.urid frequency and a. rough analysis of the- -- –
effects of this damping indicated that the discrepancy be-

-—

tween the computed and experimental results couId be ap-
proximately attributd. to it.

CONCLUSIONS

~ydrodynamic impact tests were made on an elastic
model approxhnat @ a two-mass-spring system which had. ...=
a ratio of sprung mass tc hull mass of 0.6 and a,natural fre-
quency of 3.0 cycles per second. One group of test3 was
made at a trim of 3° and a flight-path angle of appro.ximaiely
14° and another group of tests was made at a trim of 9° and --
a tlight-path angle of approximatdy 6°. A period ratio (the
ratio of one-qnarter the natural period of the ekistic mode~ -
to the time between init.iaI contact and maximum h@ro-
dyna.mic force “for the structure considered rigid) ran@g . _,
from 0.43 to 1.54 was covered. Comparison of the results
with theory indicated the following conclusions:

1. Theoretical time histories of the center+ f-gravity ac~
celebration obtained by the method of ~ACA Rep. 1074 agree
with the experiment al results within the range of scatter of
the data.

2. Theoretical time histories of acceleration associated———
with elastic shuctura.1 response obtained by the method of
~~Ci4 Rep. 1074 agree with the experimental results within
a range of error which may be attributed to dampirg. .—

LANGLEY ihRomuTIcAL L2di0RAT0Bs,
..-

~ATIONAL ADVISORY COMiWIYEE FOR AEROX.i~ICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Janwzy SO, 1951.
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